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FOREWORD

On July 5, 1947, the "State Forest Research and Experimental Tax Act"

became effective. This Act provides for experiments and research necessary

to develop techniques for the rehabilitation, protection and management of

forest lands and research in the utilization of waste resulting from the

harvesting, processing and manufacturing of forest crops. The funds for
this program are derived from a privilege tax levied on persons engaged in

harvesting forest products for commercial use.

The protection phase of the program is handled by the State Forester

under the direction of the Oregon State Board of Forestry. This report is

in line with the policy of keeping foresters and forest industries current-

ly informed as to the progress of research studies.
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INTRODUCTION

Each year, as the mileage of forest protection roads continues to in-

:ease, the maintenance problem becomes more and more complex to the protection

agency. One of the most costly and perplexing phases ofmaintenance on hundreds

miles of these roads in western Oregon is the control of roadside brush. Such

tecies as alder and willow gradually encroach to the point here a road can be-

:one impassable. The usable road bed becomes too narrow and the shading effect

!:,used by the eventual closing of the canopy often prevents the necessary drying

effect throughout an entire year.

Effective control can be obtained on the higher standard roads by annual

scrapings with dozer or grader blades or by mowing with power mowers at what can be

.Dnsidered a reasonable cost. This is not true, however, on old logging roads,

'.oday's secondary logging roads, CCC roads and on old railroad grades now convert-

:d to protection roads. Here grade shoulders are narrow, if they exist at all,

'nd drainage ditches cannot be reached even with an angle blade. The presence of

stumps, logs, rocks, wire rope, railroad ties and spikes, and miscellaneous other

lbstructions prevent the use of power mowers.

On roads of this type it has been necessary to either slash the brush

with hand labor or to perform an actual clearing operation with a bulldozer. The

.st of either of these methods is rarely under $60 per mile and must be repeated

:.ce every three years in most instances.

The object of the work described in this report was primarily to test

'"ie new methods of brush control that might prove economical either through cost

application or due to permanency even though they might only be a supplement

present feasible methods.
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Three methods were tested in the hope that some one of the three, or

a
combination of any two of the three, might prove to be of value. The first,

burning with a power flame thrower, is believed to have originated from the

suggestions of state field wardens. The second, use of chemical sprays, was suggested

by several members of industry, The third, Arsenic Trioxide as a soil sterilizer,

was tried on the basis of publicized estimates of cost by The California Forest

and Range Experiment Station. Such treatment in California cost y170 per mile

strip 50 feet wide for fire break maintenance. At the time the report was published,

the sterilization had lasted five years and it was estimated it might be effective

for as many as ten years in light sandy soils. If this proved true, the annual

maintenance cost would be only $17 per mile for a 50 foot break. The expected

:affective period would be shorter in the heavier loam and clay soils of western

Oregon but, since the width of the strips could be reduced by two-thirds for our

work, the cost per mile might still be feasible providing any reasonable results

were attained.
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PERSONNEL INVOLVED

We wish to acknowledge the cooperation received from the district

wardens and their personnel concerned in carrying out these studies; from the

several Crown-Zellerbach fieldmen who worked with us on the 1948 studies and

..ho furnished us with a report of their previous contact with work of this

nature; from Mr. Phillip 1WWatke of the American Paint and Chemical Company and

1r. F. D. Carrol of the Zehrung Chemical Company; and from the Washington State

Department of Highways; the Washington Forest Fire Association; the Oregon State

Highway Department; the Soundview Pulp Company; the Dunbar Forest Experiment

Station; the City of Seattle Department of Lighting; Dr. D. D. Hill of Oregon

State College; Mr. E. E. Heacox of Weyerhaeuser Timber Company; Mr. A. B. Everet

of the Snoqualmie National Forest; and others for supplying us with their ob-

cervations and conclusions on work corresponding in nature.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Considerable material was reviewed before and during the course of

these studies. For the most part, this material consisted of letters and per-

sonal reports and verbal conversations acknowledged in the above paragraph under

personnel. The only published material directly referred to in this report is

°.n article titled "Sterilizing Soil with Chemicals for Firebreak Maintenance",

''Y H. D. Bruce, Chemist, California Forest and Range Experiment Station, U.S.F.S.

"his article appeared in "Fire Control Notes", a Forest Service publication in

nuary of 1939.
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BURNING V1ITH A PM ER FLAT!IE THRG,-:ER

X,erimental Procedure

Plots: Plots consisted of roadside strips varying in length from 0.25

to 1.8 miles and averaging from 3 to 5,feet in width. They were selected to

include variations in exposure, degree of slope, density, size and height of

alder, and width of control strip.

Equipment and Personnel: A Forester power-operated flame thrower, mounted on

a low-geared pickup and carrying a one-day fuel supply, was used. Two con-

scientious men were required to change off between driving the pickup and oper-

ating the flame thrower.

A2p ication Method: Burning was done on 7.1 miles of strips in February, March,

April and May of 1948. In March of 1949, 3.6 more miles were burned and four

of the 1948 plots, totaling 3.2 miles in length, were reburned.

Treatment was confined to those narrow bands of alder that start in the

drainage ditches or on the immediate road shoulders and banks. It was attempted

to direct the flame at the base of the plants next to the ground surface for a

sufficient time to cook the camlium layer. The time was varied on the different

plots to determine what was sufficient and how much fuel would be required to

accomplish control. The gallonage of fuel cil per mile of strip thus varied

from 60 to 135 on the original burns and 53 to 90 on the reburns,

Field Checking: One check was made approximately 30 days after full leaf deve-

lopment, a second one shortly before the fall frost season, and a third, one

year after the first.
2esults

Of the 11 plots treated, two were destroyed too soon to indicate results and

one was inconsequential due to unfavorable weather conditions at the time of

burning. On the remaining eight plots, the resulte varied with the intensity of
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heat applied and the conscientiousness of the flame thrower operator. The plots

burned in February and March before full leaf development seemed to have an edge

over those burned later in the season. It was indicated that two men could aver-

age only two milez of strips per day on both sides of the road.

Costs per mile, based on averages of time and fuel consumed, are as follows:
Single -Burn Double Burn

Fuel Oil @ 12.5 cents per gallon 23.75 $ 41.50

Labor @ $10.00 per day 10,00 20.00

Equipment Cost Per Mile Burned 1.70 3.40

Totals 35.45 $ 64.90

Although the costs were higher than was anticipated, the control results

were somewhat comparable to hand slashing. A good pruning effect was readily ob-

tained on the larger alder to a height of 8 to 10 feet. Application of the aver-

age or above average gallonage gave a good kill on smaller material and less re-

sprouting occurred than usually does in the case of hand clearing or power moca-

ing.. The kill was increased considerably through a reburn but probably not

enough so to justify the approximate doubling of the per mile cost.

Several disadvantages were apparent. Considerable trouble was encountered

as early as March from fire escaping from the control, strips. This would become

quite an item where burning was to be done on a large scale. Also this factor

would necessitate completing the control work early in the season before the new

growth of sprouts has started from the alder, salmonberry and thimbleberry.

The burning of willow tended to increase rather than decrease the rate of

sprouting, This would be a distinct disadvantage on strips where an abundance

of willow occurs.
The heat from the torch ,ias so intense, where maintained on a given spot for

an effective length of time, as to cause considerable discomfort to the operator.
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TREATING WITH CHEMICAL SPRAYS

ZYrerimental Procedure

Study_ Plots: The plots, for the most part, were roadside strips comparable to

those chosen for the flame throwing study, They varied in length from five

chains to 1.7 miles and averaged between 3 and 10 feet in width,

Equipment, Personnel and Materials

1948 Study: Equipment consisted of a Mistmaster Jr. Portable applicator

and a number 1 nozzle developing 1,000 pounds pressure and operated by one man,

materials were Isopropyl Ester and Alkanolomine Salt, derivatives of 2-4-ll.

Water and diesel oil were used as diluents.

1944 Study: Equipment consisted of a low `ear pickup on which was mounted

a 150 gallon tank, a four gallon per minute fog machine, and a panama fan belt

pump. A standard Bean fog nozzle was used on one plot and a home-made wand

spray head with three number 60 Kromer nozzles spaced. 18 inches apart on a

section of 3/8 inch light alloy pipe was employed on the other plots. This

device was equipped with a cheap hand air hose valve,

Chemical used was Weedono Brush Killer #32. This is a combination of

2-4-D and 2-4-5T mixed at the ratio of 1 1/3 pounds of 2-4-D acid and 2/3 pound

2-4-5T acid per gallon of concentrate solution.

ApPtication Method:

1948 Study: On May 28th and June 15th, after normal leaf development, 11

plots were leaf spray treated utilizing different concentrations of solution

varying from 1/3 to 2/3 gallons for each type of chemical, The asters were used

with both diesel oil and water and the salt with water only. The average

diluted solution used amounted to approximately four gallons per acre. The

exceedingly fine spray resulting from the high pressure applicator was

hard to control and required considerable moving in and out of the strips,
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1949 Study: During May and June, a7ain after normal leaf development,

6,2 miles of roadside strips were sprayed and one mile was re-sprayed twenty

days after the first application. Pressures were varied from 200 to 600 pounds

on the fog machine and a 1.3 mile strip was treated with the panama pump at con-

siderably under 200 pounds pressure.

The chemical was applied as a leaf spray in two strengths only, both as

recommended by the manufacturers - one gallon and one and one-half gallons of

concentrate to 100 gallons of water for each acre of woody plant s, .

As in the flame throwing tests, treatment was confined to those narrow

bands of alder and other species that start in the drainage ditches and on the

immediate road shoulders and banks.

In addition to the roadside strips, a small area of cut alder and vine

maple stumps was treated with Weedone Brush Killer and diesel oil using a

common portable orchard sprayer.

Field Checking: One check was made in from three weeks to 30 days after appli-

cation. The second check was just ahead of the fall frost season and a third

should be made the following spring during the early part of the growing sea-

son.

Results:

194_8 Study: A 90% kill resulted on alder under 10 feet in height with a

desirable pruning effect to a comparable height on larger trees. A much lower

percentage of kill occurred in the case of other species such as willow, sal-

monberry, thimbleberry, etc. No appreciable difference in kill was noted be-

tween the esters and the salts. Two plots, each 1,500 square feet in area, of

scotch broom treated on June 15th showed almost a 100 per cent kill. Average

costs for this type of treatment, assuming the util.i..ation of power application;

were indicated to bP appruximat?ly $30 por mile,,
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1949 Study: A satisfactory pruning effect occurred on all large alder

over 10-12 feet in height. Almost a 100 per cent kill to the small alder and

willow resulted consistently throughout the entire length of all strips. Al-

though the appearance of salmonberry, thimbleberry and elderberry was dis-

couraging through most of the summer, by fall it was evident that the mortality

would be extremely high by next season. Vine maple did not seem to be criti-

cally affected. There was considerable damage to most all of the smaller plants

but the percentage of kill is still questionable.

The cut stumps, treated immediately-after they were severed, are

apparently dead and not likely to sprout again.

Two men averaged 4 1/4 miles of strip, both sides of the road, per day

where water was fairly easy to obtain.

Costs per mile based on time, equipment, personnel and materials used are

estimated as follows:

1 Gal. Chemical/Acre 1- Gal. Chemical/Acre

Concentrate Q $7.16 per gallon 12.70 19.05

Labor © $10.00 per day 4.25 4.25

Equipment cost per mile treated 1.70 1.70

Totals 18.65 25.00

Since no difference in kill was noted between the two strengths, it is in-

than $20.00 per mile.dicated that satisfactory control can be obtained for less

The only advantage gained from a re-spray in our tests was from deeper penetra-

tion resulting from a reduction in obstructing leaf surfaces due to the kill

from the first treatment. However, observations of other sprayings of a similar

nature infer that a spot re-spray is practical and even necessary in some cases.

The cost of a re-spray should not exceed one-third of the original cost.
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ARSFNIC TRIOXIDE AS A SOIL STERILIZER

.xperimental Procedure:

§ udi Plots: Three plots were established on a recently bladed fern break on

the Hamlet State Forest, They were 4.2, 5.1, and 14.1 chains in length res-

pectively and averaged between 6 and 7 feet in width,

Equipment. Personnel and Materials: Equipment consisted of an 1811 hand oper-

ated fertilizer hopper of the type comraonly used on lawns. A dust respirator

was worn by the operator to avoid inhaling excessive amounts of the powder.

Only one man was required for the operation. Material used was white arsenic

trioxide, As203, in,a dry powder form.

Application Method: The powder was spread evenly on the freshly scraped break,

varying in amounts as follows: Plot number l - 12.2 pounds per square rod;

Plot number 2 - 10.2 pounds per square rod; and Plot number 3 - 9 pounds per

square rod. Treatment was accomplished on September 17, 1948.

Field Checks: The plots were checked in April and September 1949 and should be

checked again in April of next year.

Results
So far there is no apparent evidence that the treatment had any effect on the

growth of fern or other perennials. This might be attributed to the fact that

the application was accomplished too late in the season. The continual leaching

of the soil throughout the rainy season could have prevented sterilization that

might have occurred had the material been applied immediately after the begin-

ning of the dry season.

The cost of the powder alone, used in such amounts, would average approximately

w230 per mile for the same width of strips.

Since we still have 500 pounds of arsenic trioxide on hand, it is planned to

use it in a similar manner next year by applying it in the late spring instead

of the late fall.
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SMIARY

The results obtained in these studies of burning with a power flame throw-

er do not have enough merit to warrant the adoption of such a form of control as a

practical phase of road maintenance, The effectiveness was too erratic and costs

were not enough lower than those experienced by hand clearing to overcome the dis-

advantages encountered.

The use of chemical sprays can be recommended as a practical form of con-

trol with the caution that every advantage be taken of new developments in materials

and equipment.' It is indicated by observation and conclusion based on these studies'

and a good deal of other work by various individuals and agencies,, that control,

comparable to any now being attained by other methods, can be achieved. The chemi-

cal treatment can also be used very effectively as a supplement to other forms of

control such as power moving and hand slashing by immediately treating the cut

stumps to stop the prolific resprouting that ordinarily follows. Although new

growth from seed may still take place, the need for further control should be mater-

ially delayed.

The following are some of the main points that have been demonstrated up

until this time.

The combination of 2-4-D and 2-4-5T seems to give the most constant re-

sults on individual species and on a combination of species of woody plants. The

effectiveness of a like chemical of this nature varies, under practical conditions

of application, with the type of emulsifying and penetrating agents. The minimum

amount recommended by the manufacturer has proven just as effective as greater

amounts. It is important, however that the amount per acre specified be adequately

distributed over the acre,

Application should be accomplished during the first half of the growing
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season at any time after normal leaf development. Any pum.per that will develop a

pressure of from 180 to 600 pounds.pressure and is equipped with a by-pass may be

utilized. Nozzles that will develop a fine spray are desirable. tie would recole-

mend using the wand spray head with the size and spacing of nozzles being used to

control the amount of discharge, The size of tank used can be governed by what you

have on your equipment, by the availability of water, or by the size of your spray

job. Only that amount of water necessary to get proper distribution of the chemical

should be used. Spraying can be done almost immediately f ollo.ring a rain but should

be completed several hours prior to additional precipitation.

6io would not recommend trying to get eradication on strips where there is

an abundance of plants over 10 feet in height. Large materials that need more than

pruning should be first slashed and the chemical then applied to the cut stump.

when too much dense, heavy foliage is encountered, a spot re-spray should be planned.

There seems to be every indication that the job can be done for under $20

per mile, either by the protection agency or by a contract sprayer. Any contract

written should call for a spot re-spray, if needed.

Arsenic Tridxide as a soil. sterilizer apparently has no promise as a con-

trol agent of woody plants in the heavy loam and clay soils of western Oregon. The

chemical is only slightly and slowly soluble; hence it is slow acting and it there-

fore seems likely that the heavy annual rainfall causes it to leach rapidly down

through the soil before it has had a chance to become effective. There is some

Possibility that we are too hasty in assuming that tiierc will be no appreciable re-

%ults from the treatments since it often affects the growth of plants more greatly

a'.uring the second summer and succeeding seasons. However, should this be true, it
I cold still seem evident that the cost would be prohibitive for control measures

rich could, at best, be only a supplement to other appr.icable methods,


